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The New Apartheid:

The Rise of Zionism and the State of Israel
A Socialist Perspective
by John Reimann
Zionism had no organic connection with the Jewish population; it
arose as the child of British imperialism and it played a
reactionary role from the start. In addition to its racist role against
the Palestinian people, Zionism betrayed the Jewish working class
too.
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Introduction to 2014 edition
As this edition of “The New
Apartheid” is being prepared, once
again the bombs are raining down on
the people of Gaza. The death toll
among the people there has mounted
past 500 with many thousands
wounded. It must be understood that
being wounded in Gaza today means
something very different from in almost
any other part of the world. There is a
general lack of the most basic medical
supplies there, even including latex
gloves – never mind anesthetics and
other medicine.
The State of Israel justifies its
murderous attack on Gaza by the
rockets that have been shot at Israel,
but the State of Israel has been
carrying out a state of siege against
Gaza for years now, and siege is an act
of war.
Meanwhile, within Israel
itself, Israelis are marching and
chanting “death to the Arabs” and
openly fascist gangs are being
organized.
One thing is clear from these
events: No wing of the capitalist class
– certainly not Israeli capitalism, nor
US capitalism nor, in fact, the
capitalist classes of the Arab world – is
able to produce any sort of resolution
to this disaster. It will be up to the
working class movement to find its
way. In order to do that, that movement
will have to understand the origins of
the crisis, meaning the origins of
Zionism and the founding of the State
of Israel. It is hoped that this pamphlet
can help further than understanding.
Introduction to 2002 edition
The Israeli regime justifies its
state terrorism by the attacks on
civilians by individual Palestinian
terrorists. Of course, such attacks
cannot be justified, but they are in no
way comparable to the state terrorism
of Sharon. In fact, it is the brutal
policies of the Israeli regime, along
with the lack of a mass working class
movement (is is explained below) that
has created the conditions for these
attacks.
As was shown by the brutal
attack on Sept. 11, 2001, workers here
in the United States cannot escape the

effects of this disastrous crisis in the
middle east. The situation in
Israel/Palestine prior to Sept. 11, and
US support for Israel (to the tune of
some $10 million per day) was a major
factor leading to Sept. 11. On the other
hand, US policy following Sept 11 has
helped lead to the present crisis and
has only made matters worse.
The Bush administration's
invasion of Afghanistan and his “war
on terrorism”, his view that you are
either with the US government or
against it, his plans for invasions of
Iraq, Yemen, who-knows-where else –
all of this helped give a green light to
the Israeli regime to exercise its most
brutal, expansionist tendencies.
Now this renewed crisis is
provoking a world-wide reaction,
including the rise of a “peace”
movement here in the US. It is
important that workers and young
people understand some of the history
of the rise of the Zionist movement as
well as the founding of and the
development of the state of Israel.
Included in this is also an
understanding of the relationship
between Jewish and Arab workers in
Palestine during this period. Only in
this way can the mistakes of the past be
avoided and a movement to really
resolve this crisis built.
August, 2002

world, often speaking different
languages, eating different foods,
having different cultures. While they
were brutally oppressed in many
regions (such as Eastern Europe and
Russia), the idea of building a new
nation thousands of miles away did not
reflect their experiences or conditions.
Those young Jews who wanted to fight
against oppression of their people, in
the main, turned to social democracy
and later to Communism as the
solution. They saw the oppression of
Jews as being integrally linked with the
oppression and exploitation of
capitalism itself and did not see any
solution within the confines of
capitalism. The largest and most
influential Jewish political force at that
time was the Bund. (The Bund was a
social-democratic, or reformist
socialist, organization that existed
throughout Eastern Europe.)
As a result, the Zionist
movement saw socialism as its bitter
enemy, both because it competed with
them for the support of the Jewish
youth and because Zionism advocated
uniting the (Jewish) working class with
the (Jewish) capitalist class, while
socialism advocates uniting all workers
across national, ethnic and religious
lines against the capitalist class both at
home and abroad.I n o t h e r w o r d s ,
Zionism had very little natural base
within the Jewish communities. Its

“Zionism: A movement formerly for
establishing, now for advancing, the
Jewish national state of Israel.”
Today, Zionism is a major
force amongst the world's Jews.
Probably the great majority within the
Jewish community here in the United
States sympathizes with the State of
Israel and its policies to some degree or
another. This was not always the case,
however. Up until the 1930s, Zionism
was seen as a fringe movement within
the Jewish communities of Europe and
elsewhere.
This was because the idea of a
national Jewish state did not reflect the
material conditions of the Jews; they
did not make up a true national
grouping, as do the Kurdish or East
Timorese people for instance. They
were spread out throughout the entire

Theodor Herzl, founder of Zionism. He
originally proposed a “Jewish
homeland” in either Palestin or
Argentina.
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ideology was also the diametrical
opposite of that of socialism. As a
result, it had to seek allies outside the
Jewish community, allies which were
also opposed to the interests of the
world's working class and to socialism.
The allies it made were the foremost
forces of reaction and oppression in the
world at the time. The Zionist
movement supported Abdul Hammid
of the Ottoman Empire, which at one
time slaughtered some 200,000
Armenians. (To this day, the State of
Israel helps cover up this genocidal
killing, while decrying the holocaust
against the Jews.) Zionism supported
the Russian Tsar and later supported
British imperialism.
Palestine
Within Palestine, very few Jews
supported Zionism. At that time, there
was very little conflict between the
Jewish and Arab communities in the
region, and the Jews there saw Zionists
as stirring up a problem. However, in
1917 Britain issued the “Balfour
Declaration” establishing a national
home for the Jews in Palestine. This
declaration was issued at a time when
British imperialism was moving into
crisis. There was the overthrow of
capitalism in Russia as well as the
competition with the other imperialist
states. Britain was seeking a base of
support within the region; it sought to
rest on the Jews in Palestine. The
intent, however, was not to establish an
independent Jewish state, but (as one
representative of British imperialism
put it) a “loyal little Jewish Ulster”.
(Ulster is the Mainly Protestant region
in northern Ireland, used by Britain to
divide and maintain control of that area
for centuries.)
As intended, the Balfour
Declaration and the policies it
expressed led to increased friction
between the Jews and the Arabs in the
region. Its issuing reflected a general
strategy of British imperialism.
Following WW I, the victorious Allied
Powers re-divided up the world
amongst themselves. Much of this was
done through the old League of
Nations, which allotted “mandates” for
these powers to rule over and plunder
various parts of the world. The area of

Palestine was mandated to British
imperialism. In order to stabilize its
position, British imperialism had
frequently used the method of divide
and rule. Find some group (usually a
minority group) in the region, grant it a
few minor privileges, and thereby
establish a base of support amongst this
group. This is what it did with the
Protestants in Northern Ireland.

David Balfour

In Palestine, the Zionists
played a similar role for British
imperialism. The Balfour Declaration
reflected this. As far as the majority
within the Zionist movement was
concerned, all this meant was the
encouraging of more Jews to emigrate
to Palestine; they (the Zionists) were
really a proxy for British imperialism
and had no real independent movement
of their own. The idea of a struggle for
an independent (Jewish) nation was not
in their thinking at that time. Jewish
emigration to Palestine was seen as
part of the establishment of a Jewish
“homeland” under British rule, and
therefore under the protection of and in
support of British imperialism.
In 1936, the Arab population
revolted against both the pressure of
increased Jewish immigration and
against British imperialism. This revolt
was put down by a combined force of
British military and a Jewish armed
“defense” force called the Haganah.
This force was in the main a tool of
British imperialism. However, a
division existed within this force, one
that reflected the divisions within the

Jewish population world-wide.
Jabotinsky
In order to attract the masses of Jewish
workers and the middle class Jews, the
Zionist movement had had to take a
sympathetic attitude towards the labor
movement. This was related to the fact
that up until this point most Jewish
workers still supported the Bund.
However, the Zionist movement also
reflected another international trend –
fascism. In fact, in many ways fascism,
basing itself as it did on nationalism
and racism, was a more natural fit with
Zionist ideology.
Within the Zionist movement,
one of its leaders, Vladimir Jabotinsky,
reflected this. Jabotinsky was hostile to
Labor Zionism and was also more
extreme in his national aspirations. He
called for war against the British as
well as against the Arabs, in order to
establish an independent Jewish nation.
In Palestine, his forces split from the
Haganah over the latter's links with
British imperialism, and they formed
their own armed group, the Irgun.
Jabotinsky was perfectly clear
and open in his aims and means. He
wrote:
“Zionist colonization, even
the most restricted, must either be
terminated or carried out in defiance
of the will of the native (Arab)
o\population... A voluntary agreement
is impossible. As long as there is a
spark of hope that they can get rid of
us (the colonizers), they will not sell
these hopes, not for any kind of sweet
words or tasty morsels, because they
are not a rabble but a nation.... In
other words, for us the only path to an
agreement (with the Arabs) in the
future is an absolute refusal of any
attempts at an agreement now.”
Jabotinsky made clear the
necessary world orientation of
Zionism: “A Palestine predominantly
Jewish, surrounded on all sides by
Arab countries, will in the interests of
its own preservation always tend to
lean upon some powerful Empire, nonArab and non-Mohammedan.”
He put the whole matter
perfectly bluntly: “Zionism is a
colonizing adventure and therefore it
stands or falls by the question of
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armed force.”
In other words, Jabotinsky
clearly understood the true meaning of
Zionism and did not hesitate to express
it. He also came into conflict with the
rest of the leadership of Zionism when
he called for war against Britain as
well as against the Arabs in the region.
He made this call in his open drive for
an independent Jewish nation there.
The majority of the Zionist leadership,
however, were not willing to go this
far; their goal was simply to increase
Jewish settlement in Palestine under
the protection of British imperialism.

Vladimir Jabotinsky: The original
proponent of an independent Jewish
state, he had fascist inclinations.

Partly over this difference, Jabotinsky
had already withdrawn from the World
Zionist Organization (WZO) in 1917.
Another major reason for his
withdrawal was a clear indication of
the true nature of Zionism: During the
Russian Revolution, Jabotinsky had
offered to join forces with Simon
Petlura, a leader in the counterrevolutionary White Army during the
Russian Civil War. Wherever Petlura's
forces went, they instituted pogroms –
communal attacks – against the Jews.
Jabotinsky had sought Petlura's support
for a Jewish police force which would
be allied to his army in the Ukraine and
would patrol the Jewish areas on behalf
of Petlura.
This scandal was too much for
the majority of the WZO leadership,
which instituted an investigation of the
affair. In order to avoid such
investigation, Jabotinsky withdrew
from the WZO. In 1925, he founded
the Zionist Revisionist Movement,
which was considered a fanatical fringe

sect of what was little but a fringe
movement itself.
Jabotinsky himself expressed
fascist sentiments. The Jewish youth
group he founded, the Betar, was
patterned after Mussolini's forces,
complete with the brown shirts that
were associated with Italian fascism.
Rise of Stalinism
Neither Zionist revisionism
nor the WZO and Labor Zionism had
attracted much support, especially
amongst the Jewish youth up until that
time. Two key related developments,
however, brought about a change:
These were the crisis of capitalism and
the degeneration of the Russian
Revolution as expressed through the
rise of Stalinism.
These two events – which
changed the direction of world history
– are interlinked. The resulting rise of
Zionism, the founding of the State of
Israel, and the current crisis in the
region all can be traced to these
developments in large measure, and
therefore it is necessary to understand
these elements in explaining the rise of
Zionism.
In 1917, the Russian working
class, with the support of the peasantry,
overthrew the Tsar and then capitalism.
They expected this revolution to
spread, especially to Western Europe
and to Germany in particular.
E x p r e s s i n g t h i s v i e w, L e n i n
commented, “without a revolution in
Germany, we'd be lost.” As is known,
this did not happen and as a result the
workers' state in Russia was isolated
and under international attack, both
militarily, politically and economically.
The civil war, stirred up by the
imperialist powers, followed after the
revolution and Russia was devastated
economically, even including mass
starvation. The result, along with the
demoralization at the fact that the
revolution had not spread, was that the
Russian working class was weakened
to the point that it was no longer able
to maintain control over its own
leaders; the revolution and the
revolutionary state were perverted by
the monstrous bureaucracy that rose up
above the working class.
Under conditions of

“generalized want”, this bureaucracy
made sure that it got fed and clothed
and housed first. In order to do so, it
had to pervert not only all
revolutionary organisms (including the
workers' councils), but also the very
ideas upon which the revolution was
based. As the leader of the bureaucracy,
Stalin was the one most responsible for
these perversions.
As Stalin strengthened his
grip on the Russian state, he also
achieved a stranglehold on the various
communist parties around the world –
parties which had sprung up to carry
forward what the Russian Revolution
Revolution had stood for. This had a
direct affect in Germany.
Hitler & Crisis of
Capitalism
The world economic crisis of
the '30s hit Germany particularly hard,
especially given the heavy burden of
war “reparations” imposed by the
Allies after WW I. A massive inflation
set in with prices doubling and tripling
in a matter of hours. The petit
bourgeoisie (shopkeepers, etc.) were
ruined. Tens of thousands of workers
(especially youth) were perpetually
unemployed.
Uncounted numbers of Jews
sensed what was coming as the Nazis
rose to power and they sought to flee.
Except for all but a token number, both
Britain and the United States barred
them from their shores. Others,
probably some of the most conscious
workers amongst them, sought to
oppose the Nazis through the two mass
political parties of the German working
class – the Social Democratic Party
(SPD) and the Communist Party (the
KPD). What did they encounter?
The Social Democratic
leadership sought to maintain the status
quo – that is, to simply preserve
G e r m a n c a p i t a l i s t d e m o c r a c y.
However, capitalist democracy (or
“bourgeois democracy”) is built upon
certain objective conditions, a certain
economic, social and political stability.
Based upon this, it presumes a certain
social compact, a softening of relations
between the classes. In the cauldron
that was Germany, this stability did not
exist and therefore the compact was not
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possible. The passivity of the SPD
leadership only encouraged the Nazis
to greater aggression.
And the Communists? Under
the grip of the Stalinist bureaucracy of
the Soviet Union, the KPD took the
position that since bourgeois
democracy was not possible, that any
force that sought to preserve bourgeois
democracy was “objectively” helping
the Nazis. Therefore, they reasoned,
the SPD was as great an enemy as the
Nazis and must be attacked. This was
not just some theoretical conclusion;
the KPD organized physical attacks on
meetings of SPD workers.
On the one hand, the
Communists called for a “united front
from below” to oppose this Nazis. This
meant a united front and Communist
and SPD workers – without the SPD
leadership. On the other hand, the
Communists physically attacked SPD
meetings.
LeonTrotsky
Leon Trotsky one of the
leaders of the Russian Revolution and
the chief opponent of Stalin in the
following years, bitterly criticized both
the passivity of the SPD as well as the
divisive approach of the KPD. If the
SPD workers were willing to break
from their leaders and form a “united
front from below”, he pointed out,
there would be no need for such a
united front; these workers would
already be in the KPD. The whole
question was how to help them to see
the failure of their leadership's position
through common experience and
common struggle. Towards this end, he
called for such steps as the KPD
calling for joint workers' defense
committees in the work place and in
the communities.
The KPD claimed that after
Hitler rose to power, this would make
matters so bad that workers would turn
to the Communists. “After Hitler, then
us” was their refrain. Trotsky attacked
this slogan as being defeatist, as
already accepting the disastrous defeat
of the fascists rising to power. He said
that after such a defeat, it would take
many, many years for the German
working class to recover.
He was right, but for the Jews,

an immediate practical alternative
appeared as a dire necessity. Of course,
Hitler killed more than just the Jews,
but they, the Jews, bore the full brunt
o f t h e N a z i f u r y. S i x m i l l i o n
slaughtered The figure is so vast, it is
incomprehensible. Only when reading
the accounts of individual survivors
can one truly begin to fathom the
horror and the crisis, the trauma, this
must have meant for the Jewish people
in Europe at the time.

Leon Trotsky: He fought against the
betrayals of Stalinism.

Jews Fight Back
There were several known
examples of mass rebellion on the part
of the Jews, including the mass escape
from the Sobibor death camp, the
uprising of the Vilna Ghetto and, the
best known, the Warsaw Ghetto
uprising. In the cases of uprisings of
Jews in both the Warsaw and the Vilna
ghettoes, it was the youth who
organized it and carried it out. A few of
the Vilna fighters managed to escape
and carried on partisan warfare against
the Nazis in Lithuania. Their heroism,
their idealism, their creativity and
daring, their loyalty to their valiant
cause are all a stunning tribute to the
very best that human beings are
capable of. If they considered
themselves Zionists, it was because, as
we shall see, every single other force
had turned their backs on them.
Betrayals of Zionists
If few such mass revolts are recorded,
the explanation for this must lie in part

with every potential wing of the
leadership. It was impossible for the
Nazis to effectively administer and
police all the Jewish ghettoes under
Nazi control. For this, they turned to a
layer of Jewish society – the top rabbis
businessmen, etc. These elements
claimed they were trying to minimize
the evil done by the Nazis by
cooperating with them. They organized
a Jewish guard to police the ghettoes
on behalf of the Nazis. (In the Warsaw
Ghetto, these traitors were some of the
first objects of attack of the fighters.)
In both the Vilna and the Warsaw
ghetto uprisings, this leadership did
their level best to prevent the uprisings
from happening. They argued that they
could not prevent the Nazis' crimes, but
if they cooperated at least they would
be able to minimize them. Obviously,
this was a total illusion at best.
In Hungary, a wing of the
Zionists played an even more
despicable role. A prisoner in
Auschwitz, Rudolf Vrba, had escaped
to bring the news of the death camps to
Jews not yet herded into them. He got
the news to a leading Zionist in
Hungary, Rudolf Kastzner. When the
Nazis went into Hungary, they were
confronted with a problem: The
Hungarian Jews were very assimilated
and it would be difficult if not
impossible for the German Nazis to
weed them out. Over brandy and
cigars, the infamous Nazi war criminal
Adolph Eichmann negotiated a deal
with Kaszner: Kaszner would actually
help round up the Jews, he would keep
the news of the death camps secret, and
in exchange he would be allowed to
pick out some 1500 “prominent” Jews

Young Jewish Resistance Fighters:
Rather than fight back, Zionists like
Kasztner preferred collaborating with
the Nazis.
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“Perdition” and the Kasztner Affair
In an interesting sideline, a British playwright, Jim Allen, wrote a play in the
1980s called “Perdition” based on these scandalous events of the Kasztner
affair. It was directed by a famed movie director, Ken Loach. However,
prominent Zionists raised such a hue and cry that it was in effect banned from
being shown in both Britain and Ireland.
As far as Kasztner, himself, he moved to Israel where he got a job
working for the Israeli government. In the 1950s, he brought a libel suit
against a writer who accused him of collaborating with the Nazis. He lost his
suit at the first level and appealed to the Israeli supreme court. There, Chaim
Cohen, Israeli Attorney General, intervened, stating that what was at stake was
not just the reputation of one individual, but of the entire Zionist leadership.
Although the court ruled, in essence, that the claims against Kasztner were
correct, he won the case anyhow. Before the judgment was delivered, however,
Kasztner was shot dead, supposedly by an outraged Jew. However, the assassin
was subsequently accused of bing an agent of Mossad, the Israeli equivalent of
the CIA. Within a short time of Kasztner's assassination, the Mossad abducted
Adolph Eichmann from Argentina and brought him back to Israel, where he
was tried and executed. Thus, within a couple of years, the two individuals who
knew the most about Zionist/Nazi collaboration were killed.
for deportation to Palestine.
In later years, Kasztner
justified this deal by claiming that a
Jewish resistance would have been
impossible and would only have
resulted in even more deaths. Vrba,
who survived and ultimately moved to
Canada, wrote the following:
Passive and active resistance
by a million people would create panic
and havoc in Hungary. Panic in
Hungary would have been better than
panic which came to the victims in
front of burning pits in Birkenau.
Eichmann knew it; that is why he
smoked cigars with the Kastzners',
“negotiated”, exempted the “real great
rabbis”, and meanwhile without panic
among the deportees, planned to
“resettle” hundreds of thousands in
orderly fashion.
The case of Kasztner was not
some exception; Zionism also had an
interesting relationship with the Third
Reich (the Nazis) in Germany. After
the Nazis came to power in 1933, they
needed some representative of the
Jewish population with which they
could deal. For this, they turned to the
German Zionist Federation (the ZvfD).
In 1934, Jews world-wide started a
boycott against Nazi Germany. This
boycott could have had a significant
effect on the German economy. The
Nazis turned to the ZvfD, who opposed
the boycott in exchange for Nazi

recognition, and the boycott collapsed.
In 1934, the ZvfD also signed the
“Transfer Agreement” with the Third
Reich, under which Germany's Jews
were supposedly going to be
“transferred” to Palestine. This gave
credibility to both the Nazis as well as
the ZvfD.
The Alternative
The forces of Stalinism also must bear
their share of the blame. In much of
Eastern Europe, there were partisan
groups who fought against the Nazis.
In many cases, these same partisans
were bitterly anti-Semitic. In Lithuania,
thee were also Jewish partisan armies
who cooperated, to a limited extent,
with the Lithuanian national partisans
as well as with the Communists.
However, the Jewish partisans found
themselves of necessity banding
together into a separate partisan group
due to the anti-Semitism of the
Lithuanian nationalist partisans. There
was a significant force of Communist
partisans also. They did little to combat
this anti-Semitism, and in fact, as part
of his struggle against Trotsky, Stalin
developed a campaign of anti-Semitism
in Russia.
Leon Trotsky fought against
this degeneration of the Russian
Revolution and the Stalinist policies
world-wide, but his forces were tiny
and his influence proportional. The

Trotskyists had taken a clear,
principled position on Nazism and how
to fight it for years. They had never
sought a deal with Hitler, as Stalin did.
But for the Jewish youth who wanted
to fight, Trotsky and his tiny group of
supporters did not represent any
practical alternative. As Israel Sheib
(Eldad), then an associate of Menachim
Begin, wrote: “If it were not for the
Trotskyite trials in Russia, there is no
doubt that thousands upon thousands of
the cream of Jewish youth, thirsty for
action and redemption, would have
joined the communist movement that
fought and was being persecuted,”
instead of Zionism. However, Trotsky's
forces were tiny and could not appear
to be any sort of practical alternative to
the masses of Jews.
Nor did the allied powers do
much to help the Jews. They, too,
helped cover up the existence of the
death camps. In the winter of 1942, the
allied powers were informed of the
Nazi extermination of Jews by
underground couriers who had escaped
Eastern Europe. On behalf of this
underground, several demands were
presented. One was to publicize what
the Nazis were doing. Along with some
top rabbis in the West, the allies
refused to do this, saying it would
create “panic” amongst Jews. Another
demand was to accept more Jewish
refugees. The British Foreign
Secretary, Anthony Eden, responded by
saying that “there is no room for Jews
here,” and a representative of the US

Warsaw Uprising: They received no
help from the Allied Powers.

State Department declined, saying that
he did not want to waste “a
disproportionate amount of time
dealing with wailing Jews.” A final
demand was to arm the Warsaw ghetto.
The British sent all of twenty guns to
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the Jews there. (Strictly from a military
point of view, had there been any sort
of arms drop into the Warsaw ghetto,
this would have precipitated a true
crisis for the Nazis. Yet the Allies
refused to do so.)
In addition, a plea was made
to Pope “Pius” XII urging him to
excommunicate any Catholics who
were involved in this mass murder. The
Pope studiously avoided making any
public statement on the issue for the
duration of the war. (Immediately after
the war, a personal emissary of the
pope helped several Nazi war criminals
establish new identities and obtain jobs
in other countries; he helped them
escape prosecution as war criminals.)
Turn to Jewish Nationalism
Under these circumstances, one can see
how these young Jewish fighters found
themselves with no alternative but
Jewish nationalism. Even the
Communists could not be trusted. In
that case, given the disastrous
catastrophe that capitalism in crisis was
wreaking on the Jewish people as a
whole (Nazism), these most
determined elements felt but one
alternative: Jewish nationalism in the
form of Zionism.
So the forces began to gather.
As explained, Zionism is an inherently
racist ideology, calling as it does for
those of a particular group (Jews) to
build their own state. This
automatically means that gentiles (nonJews) will be unwelcome, as is the case
in Israel today. It is only natural that
one wing of this ideology will take this
to its logical conclusions. Given the
rise of Hitler and Mussolini, this would
naturally mean a fascist tendency. This
was what Zionist Revisionism
expressed.
While Zionist Revisionism
was the vanguard, the most aggressive
win of Zionism, Labor Zionism also
played a key role. The majority of
Jewish workers still supported the
Bund, or Jewish working class
reformism. Without support from the
Bund, it would have been impossible to
recruit any significant sector of Jewish
workers to move to Palestine. Labor
Zionism also played another key role:

Through it, important links were
cemented with British imperialism as
represented by the reformist British
Labour Party. And within Palestine,
Labor Zionism played the leading role
in maintaining Jewish workers' loyalty
to Jewish capitalism as well as to
British imperialism.
Labor Zionism was ill
equipped to combat the Revisionist,
semi-fascist wing of Zionism, since it
shared a basic premise with it. As
events unfolded within Palestine, any
true working class solidarity was
necessarily cast aside as the Jewish
state was built; the Palestinians must be
crushed and Labor Zionism accepted
and participated in this. It was forced
down this road by the logic of its own
position and its rejection of a
revolutionary, cross ethnic, multinational working class solidarity. In
other words by its acceptance of
capitalism.
The Stalinized Communist
Parties as explained, could not and
would not be an alternative for the
Jews either. And the Trotskyists were
too tiny of a force – not even a force;
more an idea.
Stern Gang and Fascism
Zionist support of fascism was not
confined to Europe. In Palestine, the
Stern Gang, a terrorist group,
developed out of the Revisionists'
Irgun. In 1941, the Stern Gang issued a
memorandum saying “The NMO
(National Military Organization,
connected with the Stern Gang)... is
well acquainted with the goodwill of
the German Reich... Common interests
could exist.” This memorandum called
for “cooperation between the new
Germany and a renewed folkishnational Hebraium,” and said “the
NMO... offers to actively take part in
the war on Germany's side.”
One member of the Stern
Gang at that time was Yitzhak Shamir,
future Prime Minister of Israel. Shamir
later denied knowing about the
memorandum, but the evidence is to
the contrary. What Shamir cannot deny
is the disgraceful role played by the
Zionists during WW II, nor the fascist
ideology of his group – the Stern Gang.

Arab Resistance
During the war, Jewish immigration to
Palestine increased, and this became a
flood after the war's end. Even before
the establishment of an independent
Jewish state was taken up by Labor
Zionism, the leadership of this force
played a reactionary, racist role. Given
their goal of the establishment of a
“Jewish homeland”, the presence of
Arab workers was an inconvenience at
best to them. Their main goal was the
increase of a Jewish work force in
Palestine at the expense of the Arab
workers. In order to achieve this, and
in order to maintain their base among
Jewish workers, they were forced to
build a trade union movement in the
region. Thus was the Histadrut (Israeli
equivalent of the AFL-CIO) born.
Racist from its birth, it barred Arab
workers from membership. Under
pressure from many of its own
members, it did concede to the building
of second-class affiliates of Arab
workers. In this, it was very similar to
the position of some US unions in an
earlier period, who were forced to
accept black workers into membership,
but into separate (and unequal) black
locals.
As was the case with these US
unions, the Arab sector of the Histadrut
was controlled by the Jewish
leadership, who took a racist attitude
towards these workers. At best, they
took a condescending attitude and saw
Arab workers as incapable of
independent action and thinking on
their own. As the Histadrut wrote at
one point: “The Jewish workers
considered it their bounden duty to
raise the Arab worker from his
exploited and degraded position, for
which his (Arab) employers, backed by
the government and the (Muslim)
clergy are responsible”
This attack on the Muslim
bosses and their representatives must
have had a hypocritical ring to the Arab
workers. It is true that the workers'
movement and socialists should never
support any wing of the capitalist class,
and it is true that the legitimate
national aspirations of any oppressed
group cannot be won by a capitalist
leadership. Yet Labor Zionism was
unwilling to take the same attitude
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when it came to the Jewish bosses and
to British imperialism. During the Arab
general strike of 1936, for instance, the
Histadrut organized scabbing. This was
not the only time that they played this
role.
Jewish immigration into
Palestine would not necessarily have
had to be seen as a threat by the Arab

1936 Arab revolt: The racist Histadrut
sided with the bosses and the British.

workers. But it was the goal of building
a Jewish homeland and later a Jewish
state that caused the increasing
conflicts. As part of this goal, Labor
Zionism openly sought the creation of
a Jewish work force, which necessarily
meant the exclusion of Arab workers
from work places Meanwhile, in the
workplaces themselves, Jewish and
Arab workers sought time after time to
unite against the bosses. And time after
time, they came up against the role of
the Labor Zionist leadership. Just for a
starting point, it became impossible to
recruit any significant number of Arab
workers into the Histadrut unions when
the Histadrut was known to bar Arab
workers from membership. Responding
to this, the Arab workers established
their own unions, where they would
have a say in running them and where
they would not be second class
“citizens”. The Histadrut sought to
undermine these.
It is true that in various
instances the Histadrut supported
strikes of Arab workers as well as joint
strikes of Arabs and Jews. Why did
they do this? The Histadrut leadership
openly stated that they would never
build a predominantly (if not
exclusively) Jewish work force as long
as the Arab labor was so oppressed. It
would be impossible to sufficiently
raise the wages of Jewish workers as

long as Arab wages were so low. And
on this basis, it would be impossible to
recruit sufficient numbers of Jewish
workers to come to Palestine in the
first place. Their efforts, including their
sporadic support for Arab workers'
battles, also had another aspect: In
almost every instance where Arab
workers organized and the Histadrut
supported them, the Histadrut would
then use this support to seek to recruit
to its own “Arab” union, the Palestine
Labor League (PLL), in order to
undermine the self organization of the
Arab workers. This was because the
Histadrut clearly saw the selforganizing of the Arab workers as
being a threat to the creation of a
Jewish homeland or Jewish nation –
one in which Arabs would not be
welcome. If Arab workers were able to
organize themselves to defend their
wages and working conditions, then
they would also be able to organize to
defend their national rights. Finally,
these efforts of the Histadrut came as a
result of the pressure of its own Jewish
workers, whose daily experiences led
them to see the necessity of working
class unity.
In boosting support for Jewish
nationalism, Labor Zionism also
corrupted the consciousness of even
the most idealistic wings of Jewish
Zionists in Palestine. Here is how
novelist Moshe Shamir describes the
situation inside a left-wing kibbutz in
which he lived in the 1930s:
“In the (kibbutz) dining room
the leaders spoke of 'brotherhood
among peoples'. None of them spoke a
word of Arabic, they never spoke (with
Arabs) as a man speaks with his
friends. They had no friends among the
villages in the area, they never once

An early kibbutz: Behind all their high
sounding ideals lay racism.

paid even a simple visit to their
neighbors in the nearby villages. In the
(kibbutz's) excellent modern school –
for a long time perhaps the most
advanced educational institution in the
country – Arabic was not taught..... So
we just simply lived with our nice
theories to one side and the bitter
reality to the other, and we saved
ourselves any unpleasantness and the
burden of thinking simply by never
trying to look at the theories and
reality side by side, for a first,
elementary, basic examination of the
extent to which they coincided or
differed.... We organized ourselves
behind the fence, we prepared to
defend ourselves, we spoke of
'brotherhood among peoples' and we
never in fact fulfilled a single serious
obligation of (the principles of)
b ro t h e r h o o d o f p e o p l e s . ”(This
description also has much bearing in
terms of understanding the present
consciousness in Israel.)
The role of the Histadrut
comes clear in the following appeal of
Arab workers to Jewish workers. This
appeal came after one of the many
instances of the Histadrut seeking to
attract Arab workers to the PLL in
order to undermine the Arab unions.
This particular instance came as a
response to a Histadrut organized
celebration of May Day in 1944, one
which was aimed at Arab workers, and
which was disrupted by other such
workers. The appeal was written in
H e b r e w, i n o r d e r t o d i r e c t l y
communicate with the Jewish workers:
“Brother workers! Imagine to
yourselves what you would say if this
happened to you. If they expelled you
from your job only because you were
Jewish, if you saw your families
hungry and your children crying for
bread. Imagine to yourselves what you
would say if these same people who
yesterday expelled you from your job
(reference to the Histadrut) came to
you today talking about May Day, even
while declaring that tomorrow too they
will put you out of work, if they can
manage it. Right now, in these very
days, the Histadrut has organized
pickets at the (Akiva?) factory in
Rishon Letziyon to drive the four Arab
workers employed there from their
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jobs.”
As Arab workers sought to
defend their interests as Arabs, this role
of the Histadrut pushed them closer to
elements of the Arab ruling class and
petit bourgeoisie. Unfortunately, as
they moved to resist this, their
movement was linked to and controlled
by the Arab capitalist and landlord
classes through the Arab Higher
Command (AHC). The AHC was
weak, divided and unwilling to
mobilize the masses to fight on their
own behalf. This was because any such
fight would have also been a threat to
the class interests of Arab the
capitalists and landlords. An
independent movement of the Arab
workers was developed by Sami Taha,
a leader of the Palestinian Union of
Arab Workers, who advocated unity of
the Arab and Jewish workers. In
S e p t e m b e r o f 1 9 4 7 , Ta h a w a s
murdered by the Arab ruling class.
There were also numerous
instances of Arab and Jewish workers
uniting in struggle. Invariably, after the
particular struggle ended, the Histadrut
leadership moved in, seeking to
undermine the independent organizing
of the Arab workers by recruiting to the
PLL, which was really little but a
Histadrut-controlled employment
agency. This, of course, created
enormous conflicts between the Arab
workers' organizations and the
Histadrut and made continued
cooperation and real workers' unity
impossible.
In short, both the Jewish and
the Arab workers found themselves in a
trap. The Jewish workers' own
leadership was forced to grant
concessions in practice to the class
consciousness of their members. This
leadership used these concessions in
order to lead their members further
down the road of pure nationalism,
including support of the Jewish bosses
(as well as British imperialism for a
time.) The Arab workers could not find
a leadership which would link up the
question of national and racial
oppression with the class issue as well
as with capitalism itself. As a result,
they turned towards all sorts of purely
nationalist leaders. No alternative
leadership was readily available to

either.
“Communism”'
In addition, Stalinism played a
particularly treacherous role. At the
close of WW II, workers throughout
the colonial world often looked to the
Soviet Union and their representatives,
the various Communist Parties around
the world, for a revolutionary
alternative to capitalism. However, the
Soviet bureaucracy looked at the
Palestinian people as merely a pawn in
their competition with world capitalism
– imperialism. They saw an
independent state in the region as
meaning a weakening of British
imperialism, regardless of the fact that
concretely it meant an independent
Jewish state which would suppress the
Arab masses. The Stalinists were very
active in the (Arab) League for
National Liberation, and forced the
League to support such a state.
Subsequently, they forced the League
to submerge itself into the Israeli and
Jordanian Communist Parties.
Regional Rulers
Outside the immediate region
of Palestine, the ruling classes were
consumed with their own expansionist
goals and with blocking such goals of
their rivals. Kind Abdullah of
Transjordan (now Jordan) was one of
the principle powers in the region. He
conspired with the Zionists to bring
part of Palestine under his control in
return for ceding the rest to Israeli
capitalism. The Lebanese ruling class,
dominated by Christians, had as their
goal the establishment of another nonMuslim state in the region (Israel). The
Syrian regime was divided, with the
state wracked by a series of coups, and
was rendered impotent.
End of WW II
Following the war, the Irgun and the
Haganah both waged a joint terrorist
campaign against British troops in the
region, with the Irgun being the more
aggressive of the two. British
imperialism responded with a
somewhat muted repression as these
were not just “natives” revolting but
mainly white Europeans – even if they
were “only” Jews.

At the same time, the
Palestinians were increasingly agitated
as they felt their land slipping away
beneath them. As Jabotinsky had
explained decades earlier, an all-out
war against the Arabs was necessary
for the Zionists and the time was nigh.

Dir Yassin massacre: The Israeli state
was founded on mass terrorism.

On April 19, 1948 the Irgun
entered the Palestinian town of Dir
Yassin (under a plan agreed to by the
Haganah) and slaughtered most of its
occupants – old people, women and
children. Corpses were mutilated. This
was just the most blatant of many acts
of Israeli terrorism against the Arabs.
Another aspect of Israeli strategy was
to divide the Jewish and Palestinian
workers. In Haifa, for instance, a
traditional unity had existed among the
dock workers. Terrorist attacks were
carried out against the Palestinian
workers. Lacking a clear, class
conscious leadership, this was
responded to by retaliation against
Jewish workers, which led to further
attacks on the Palestinian workers and
a general division of the class there.
If the leadership of the
working class had disgracefully failed
the Jewish people before and during
WW II, the same can be said in regards
to the Palestinians. After the war, there
were the Stalinist Communist Parties,
who merely represented the interests
and policies of the Soviet bureaucracy.
In Britain, there was a Labour
government, which first sought to
maintain British imperial rule in
Palestine and then retreated leaving the
region to the Zionist occupiers. The US
labor leadership meekly followed
behind every single foreign policy
position of US capitalism. And so it
went.
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Israel's Role Internationally
Israel has been a major arms
supplier to such dictatorships as
the former apartheid regime in
South Africa, the Duvalier
dictatorship in Haiti, the military
dictatorship in El Salvador, and the
Pinochet dictatorship in Chile.
Where the US could not supply
arms due to domestic politics, as
former Israeli Prime Minister
Menachim Begin said, “We will say
to the Americans, Israel will be
your intermediary.” Recently a
report surfaced that the Israeli
Mossad has ties with
fascist/communalist Hindu groups
in India. Israel is also the foremost
exporter of drones.
Within the region, the main
leadership was from outside the
working class. The Mufti, the main
religious leader, had supported the
Nazis during the war, and following the
war he was little but a tool of various
regimes in that region and in Europe.
Here is how one historian describes the
situation: “The hopeless reactionary
(the Mufti) did nothing to mobilize the
Palestinian masses, who remained
passive and fearful in the face of the
enormous energy displayed by the
Zionists. [The defeat of 1936 still
weighed in their minds also.] All
potential of mass mobilization
vanished when Stalin embraced
Zionism; this split the local
Communists on ethnic lines and utterly
demoralized the Arab faction....
Militarily, the Arabs were never any
match for the Zionists, who had greatly
profited from their wartime experience
in the British army.... Abdullah of
Jordan was a secret traitor, parleying
almost to the end with the WZO to
partition the country and freeze out the
Mufti. Led by a discredited fanatic, in
tandem with several divided, militarily
impotent and politically reactionary
regimes; confronted with an ascending
Zionist movement backed, however
reluctantly, by both Moscow and
Wa s h i n g t o n , t h e f a t e o f t h e
Palestinians was sealed.” (Lenni
Brenner, “The Iron Wall”, p. 140)

Israeli Traditions
The terrorist traditions of the Israeli
state were clearly established at this
time. This terrorism was particularly
aimed at the Arab working class. As
Ben-Gurion, first Prime Minister of
Israel, explained at that time: “The
strategic objective was to destroy the
urban communities, which were the
most organized and politically
conscious sections of the Palestinian
people... Deprived of transport, food
and raw materials, the urban
communities underwent a process of
disintegration, hunger and chaos
which forced them to surrender.”
The divisions, the slaughters,
the destruction of Palestinians' homes,
the hunger and chaos which followed
led to the fleeing of some 6-700,000
Palestinians from their lands – lands
which were then seized by Israelis.
This was followed by massive looting
by the Haganah and the Irgun. The
intent was clear, as stated by BenG u r i o n : “Their return must be
prevented at all costs.”
In December of 1948, the first
Absentee Property Law was passed,
confiscating some 740,000 acres of
land from Palestinians who had fled the
war. This law was formulated by
Moshe Sharett, known as a moderate in
dealing with the Palestinians. Both the
Israeli Communist Party and the
MAPAM protested against the law, but
they did not hesitate to settle their
members on this land stolen from the
Palestinians.
A
Jewish State
Throughout this
period,
continued
discussion was
held on the
problem of
establishing a
Jewish state with
too many nonJews in it. It was
continually made
clear that the
goal must be to
eliminate the
presence of as
many

Palestinians as possible in the area
claimed by Israel.
The goals of Zionism were
also clearly expansionist. At the close
of the war, the Israeli forces had
conquered some 50% more land than
was allocated to them under the “UN
Plan”, which had been cooked up by
the forces of world imperialism and
Stalinism together. Menachim Begin
stated: “We liberated a very large area,
much more than we thought... Now we
have to wait for two or three
generations.... As for the rest, we'll see
later.” The intention of expanding into
the presently occupied West Bank and
Gaza was raised at that time. Also
mentioned at the time was expanding
into parts of Lebanon- as called for
today by some of the more extremist,
semi-fascist settler groups.
Thus it can be seen that
Jewish nationalism – Zionism – was a
product of the crisis of capitalism, on
the one hand, and the betrayals of
Stalinism and reformism on the other It
initially lacked any significant support
due to the absence of material
conditions for Jewish nationalism –
that is, the fact that the Jews were not a
truly national minority. It rise is largely
a product of this extreme crisis of
capitalism as well as the extreme
failure (betrayal, in fact) of every
significant aspect of the leadership of
the working class. As a result, it
expresses the worst aspects of this
crisis in the forms of racism and
oppression of national minorities.

“Decaying capitalism has everywhere swung over to an
exacerbated nationalism, one part of which is antiSemitism.... Now (a) nation cannot normally exist without
a common territory. Zionism springs from this very idea.
But the facts of every passing day demonstrate to us that
Zionism is incapable of resolving the Jewish question. The
conflict between the Jews and Arabs in Palestine acquires
a more and more tragic and more and more menacing
character. I do not at all believe that the Jewish question
can be resolved within the framework of rotting capitalism
and under the control of British imperialism... The Jewish
question, I repeat, is indissolubly bound up with the
complete emancipation of humanity. Everything else that
is done in this domain can only be a palliative and often
even a two-edged blade, as the example of Palestine
shows.”
Leon Trotsky, January, 1937
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The nationalism of the
oppressed has an inherently
progressive content to it, but it also can
be manipulated by capitalist forces for
their own ends. In the case of Zionism,
this was doubly so since it was not a
natural expression of the experiences
and the objective situation of the
Jewish people; they did not compose a
true national minority.
The rise of Zionism would
also have been impossible without the
role of reformism within the Jewish

period, this leadership pretended that it
could span the gap between Jewish
nationalism (Zionism) and genuine
trade unionism. On this basis, together
with major concessions made by Israeli
capitalism to the Jewish workers, they
succeeded in bringing the masses of
Jewish workers with them. Ultimately,
however, it was not possible to
maintain these two conflicting points
of view, and the Israeli reformist
leadership abandoned any true working
class principles.

The Israeli Working Class:
Increased Poverty & Inequality
Israeli workers have no real stake in supporting the brutal Israeli capitalist
regime. The movement against global capitalism and the world labor movement
should make a clear class appeal to the Israeli working class to break with this
regime and join an anti-capitalist movement of their Arab brothers and sisters.
Most Israeli workers will not lead the struggle regionally, but their links with the
Israeli capitalists can be significantly weakened.
% of Israeli workers receiving less than the minimum wage
1993 = 33.5%
1996 = 37.5%
Poverty rates for Israeli families: 1979 = 27.9%; 1997 = 34.3%
Senior management earnings: 1994 = 13X average wage; 30X minimum wage;
1998 = 19x average wage; 41x minimum wage.
Earned Income of Mizrahi (Asian or African Jews) and Arabs as a percentage
of European Jewish income:
1988
1997
Mizrahi
64%
64%
Arab & others 57%
52%
Women
1993 earned 80% average male wage earner; 1997 earned 63% average male.
Corporate tax rip-off
Corporate tax rate: 1986 = 61%; 1996-99 = 36%
Corporate contribution to social security as % of employee's gross wages:
1986 = 15.65%; 1996-99 = 4.93%
Source: “Israel – A Social Report” published by the ADVA Center
(Note: See following article for more up-to-date statistics)
labor movement. It would have been
impossible to attract and keep
significant support of Jewish workers
and even sections of the petit
bourgeoisie, without the support of the
Israeli Labour Party. In order to get that
support, major concessions to Jewish
workers were necessary. By the same
token, the reformist leadership within
the Jewish working class was willing to
compromise on a fundamental
principle of trade unionism: Working
class solidarity regardless of race,
religion or nationality. In its initial

The crisis of capitalism and
the rise of fascism has also been sowed
into the foundations of Israeli society.
Following the “War of Independence”,
the Irgun founded itself as a political
party, the “Herut” or “Freedom Party”
under the leadership of Menachim
Begin. Its central planks included
implacable hostility to Labor Zionism,
a call for state mandated arbitration of
wages and working conditions (as was
the case under fascism), and a claim for
future Israeli expansionism beyond the
East Bank of the Jordan River. It was

associated with known pro-fascists,
and Begin, himself, was taken to riding
around, Mussolini style, in the back of
an open Cadillac with an escort of
motor cycles.
Tw o m o n t h s a f t e r t h e
founding of the Herut Party, an open
letter was published in the New York
Times, signed by notables including
Albert Einstein. This letter read, in
p a r t , “Among the most disturbing
political phenomena of our time isis
the emergence in the newly created
state of Israel of the 'Freedom Party', a
political party closely akin in its
organization, methods, political
philosophy and social appeal to the
Nazi and fascist parties.... Until
recently they openly preached the
doctrine of the fascist state.... It is
imperative that the truth about Mr.
Begin and his movement be made
known in this country. It is all the more
tragic that the top leadership of
American Zionism has refused to
campaign against Begin's efforts.”
Israeli Elections
The first Israeli elections saw the
reformist labor Mapai sweep into office
while the Herut barely took 12% of the
vote. In the following years, the Herut
tended to move somewhat closer to the
political center. At the same time,
Jabotinsky's perspectives proved
correct: The Palestinian people would
not accept subjugation without a
struggle. Labor Zionism would have to
choose between Zionism (which
inherently means that all non-Jews are
unwanted) and true labor principles.
Given their commitment to capitalism,
which in Israel meant Zionism also,
they had to choose the former. In other
words, they moved further to the right,
towards open, naked repression of the
Palestinians.
In 1964, Herut merged with a
small capitalist party to form a more
centrist party which shed some of its
more open fascist trappings and
program. This included making peace
with the Histadrut, the Israeli labor
federation. And in 1973 the Herut
merged with several other small, rightwing parties to form the Likud. Present
Israeli Prime Minister, Ariel Sharon,
played an important role in this latter
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merger. This entire process entailed a
disbanding of outright fascist ideology,
although the roots of this party still
influence it today. In addition, outside
the Likud there are different fringe
settler groups and parties whose
politics are close to fascism today. By
their fanaticism, they carry an
influence significantly beyond their
actual numbers.
Regionally, the State of Israel
continued its expansionist policies,
though a series of wars following the
1948 “war of independence”. The
brutality of the Israeli troops in Dir
Yassin was once again witnessed in the
slaughter of Palestinians in Sabra and
Shatila – refugee camps in Lebanon- in
1982. In this case, the troops were the
Lebanese Phalange troops – a proxy
army for Israel. Israeli troops opened
the way for them and lit the skies for
them with rocket flares. As with Dir
Yassin, the purpose was to terrorize the
Palestinian masses in general. (It must
be said that the PLO leadership made a
disastrous mistake by accepting the
assurances of US imperialism and
agreeing to remove its fighters before
the camp was invaded.)
A subsequent investigation by
an official Israeli commission found
then Minister of Defense, now Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon “personally
responsible” for this slaughter.
Israeli capitalism also faces a
problem (from its own point of view)
in its attempt to “solve” problems
through the occupation of the West
Bank and Gaza. This has increased the
strains within Israel as well as placed
“too many” non-Jews under control of
the Jewish state. This has led to the
“transfer proposal” that is, the forced
transfer of Palestinians out of these
zones. In other words, ethnic cleansing.
This proposal, as well as Israeli
expansionism beyond its present
formal borders, has long been
discussed within ruling circles in Israel.
Palestinian Resistance
No people will accept being trampled
on without resisting and the Palestinian
people are no exception. However, as
has been the case throughout the globe
for decades, their struggle against
oppression has been hampered by their

own leadership. In other words, the
Palestinian movement has suffered
from the same world-wide conditions
that Jews who fought for their rights
encountered in the 1930s.
In the period after WW II,
tens of millions in the colonial world
were seeking an alternative to
capitalism as they moved to throw off
the yoke of colonial oppression.
Throughout Africa, Asia and Latin
America, they turned to the Communist
Parties as seeming to be that
alternative. These parties, really the
agents of the corrupt bureaucracy in the
Soviet Union, were forced to play a
certain role in opposing imperialism,
but at the same time they always
opposed linking the struggle with one
to overthrow capitalism itself. The
result inevitably was that when the
major capitalist powers (US, Britain,
France, etc.) were no longer able to
directly rule those countries, the new,
capitalist=based regimes did their dirty
work for them. The role of Stalinism in
Palestine has already been explained.
The main resistance to Israeli
colonization and expansion and
oppression was therefore channeled
through different petit-bourgeois and in
som e c as es outr i ght bourgeoi s
nationalist groups. All these groups had
direct links with the different capitalist
regimes of the region, and in fact, were
directly funded by these regimes. Their
aim was not to organize the Palestinian
masses (especially those in the West
Bank and Gaza) to fight on their own
behalf; rather it was to pressure the
state of Israel to grant some
concessions. Any popular uprising of
the masses might threaten to
destabilize the surrounding capitalist
regimes. A far safer method was that of
limited “military” strikes. The base of
operations was in the Palestinian
refugee camps outside the occupied
territories.
The intifada (mass uprising)
that started in the 1980s put this
strategy to shame. This uprising was
developed by the masses themselves,
not by the established leadership. This
uprising once again confirmed the
position of Marxism, which does not
see workers in the colonial world as
simply victims. Rather, it

acknowledges the role that these
workers have in making history, in
being the central factor in winning their
own liberation. They are a subject, an
active force, not just an object of
history.
Obviously, however, the
Palestinian masses in the Occupied
Zones would need to find allies
somewhere. Where could they turn?
The collapse of the Soviet
Union (1989) would help determine the
answer. With its collapse, an anticapitalist alternative seemed even more
remote throughout the world. Also,
globally, the reformist leaders of the
trade unions and the mass workers
parties (the Labor and Socialist Parties)
turned further to the right. They all
strengthened their ties with “their”
capitalists and “their” capitalist
governments. Workers' struggles
internationally were suppressed by
their own leaders.
International class solidarity
did not appear as an option to the
Palestinian workers and youth. The
workers in the surrounding Arab states
were largely suppressed. In the United
States, the trade union leadership
backed its government in its
unwavering support of the Israeli
regime. If the PLO seemed too
moderate and too distant, then another
more radical alternative would be
found to fill the vacuum.
That alternative appeared to
be Islamic fundamentalism. As with
Zionism in an earlier period, Islamic
fundamentalism preaches cross-class
unity of all Muslims. As with Zionism
in the '30s, this fundamentalism is
often directly led by its members of the
capitalist class as a result. (Bin Laden
is a prime example.)
Global Capitalism
Within Israel, the winds of “global
capitalism” were being felt. The most
powerful nation in the region, Israel,
held pretensions to becoming a
regional economic power. This would
be impossible, however, without some
sort of settlement with the Palestinians.
Thus the Palestinian intifada, coupled
with the increased “globalization” of
capitalism, led Israel to seek some sort
of peace deal.
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However, the problem was
that for the Israelis no real concessions
were possible because of the political
The Liberal Democrats
A wing of the “progressive”
movement continues to maintain
illusions in the liberal wing of the
Democratic Party. One of the most
prominent figures in this wing is
Democratic Congressmember
Barbara Lee from California. After
the Sept. 11 attacks, she was the
lone congressmember who voted
against the Patriot Act. Many
“progressives” lionize here as a
great hero for this. Her real role
can be seen, however, by her
support for the State of Israel.
On Feb. 13, 2001, Lee
introduced House Resolution 34.
This resolution supported the fact
that “the Governments of the
United States and Israel are close
allies”, claimed that Israel held “a
commitment to democratic valued”
and was “a vigorous, open and
stable democracy.” It claimed that
the election of mass murderer Ariel
Sharon was “the most recent
example of the commitment of
Israel to the democratic ideals of
freedom and pluralism” and
“congratulat(ed) Ariel Sharon on
his election as Prime Minister.”
While there was not a hint
of criticism of this murderer, there
was the usual call on the PLO and
Arafat to “see that violence in in
the Middle East is brought to an
end.”
power of the far fight political parties
in Israel and the growing strength of
the “settler” movement. Many of these
settlers are outright racists whose
views border on genuine fascism – a
return to the original revisionist Zionist
traditions.
As a result, a series of
agreements was reached between the
Israeli state and Arafat which did not
significantly change the situation on
the ground for the Palestinians. While
supposedly the process was moving
towards an independent state of the
Palestinians, in fact the Jewish
settlements were increasing.

Palestinians were being driven off their
land, water rights were denied to them,
etc.
On top of this, there is the
general culture of violence and
brutality of the Israeli soldiers. These
serve as a daily humiliation to the
Palestinian people.
All of this leads to an absolute
rage and sense of frustration among
Palestinians, especially the youth.
Unfortunately, this rage is not general
expressed along class lines. No
significant force is explaining that the
repression and brutality of the Israeli
state is a product of global capitalism
and that an appeal must be made along
class lines to the working class – the
workers in the surrounding Arab states
as well as to the workers inside the
state of Israel.
Since the negotiations resolve
nothing, some youth feel forced to turn
to a more extreme strategy. Because of
the lack of an alternative, this turn has
taken the direction of radical Islamic
fundamentalism and the methods of
individual terrorism. In addition to
further enflaming the racism already
inherent in Zionist ideology, this gives
the Israeli regime the excuse it is
looking for to further crack down on
the Palestinians and expand into the
Occupied Zone.
Increased Israeli aggression
had been noted almost immediately
after the Sept. 11 attacks in the United
States. As US foreign policy became
increasingly aggressive, so did that of
the State of Israel. This increased
aggression led to the invasions of
Palestinian communities in the spring
of 2002.
Perspectives: Where will
this
lead?
Clearly the European capitalist class,
which is not as simple-minded as its
US counterpart, is not happy with its
ally, Sharon. The Bush administration,
however, seems hell bent on carrying
through its steamroller approach world
wide.
It is possible that even some
within the Israeli capitalist class may
have gotten a fright from how far
Sharon is going. This element,
connected with wings of the European

capitalist class as well as the ruling
circles in the Arab world, might
somewhat rein in Sharon and some
new deal could be cobbled together
over time.
Such a deal would resolve
nothing, however, and only set the
stage for a future crisis. In any case,
this course is far from certain, and what
appears more likely is that Sharon and
his present master – Bush – will be
emboldened by the military success of
his attacks and will go even further.
One consideration must be the
absolute rage that is brewing amongst
the Palestinians. Given that a class
approach appears to the Palestinians to
be impossible, this rage will almost
certainly be channeled in new and even
more devastating terrorist attacks. This
issue of “terrorism” (really, individual
terrorism) must be understood: A layer
of society, often the youth, finds the
road to the working class cut off; it
cannot see how to build a mass, classbased movement to overthrow the
system. This is due to the absence of a
real, revolutionary leadership based on
the working class. Willing to make the
greatest sacrifices, they can turn to acts
of individual terrorism, such as the
suicide bombings. (Of course, when we
hear about “terrorism”, it never is a
reference to the state terrorism of
regimes such as those of Sharon or
Bush.)
New Bin Ladens will appear
(if the original is not still living) and
new al Qaeda networks built (or the old
one will be revived). Saddam Hussein
may yet see a revived popularity
throughout the region as a champion of
anti-American and anti-Israeli forces.
Present US plans to attack Iraq must
also be taken into account. It seems
like the ultimate in stupidity in this
volatile atmosphere for the US to seek
to topple Hussein, but Bush and
company are not noted for their
brilliance.
This brutal approach of both
the US and the Israeli governments
could push things even further. Open,
mass ethnic cleansing of parts of the
West Bank and Gaza are not ruled out.
If this were to happen, then this could
have serious consequences for those
regimes allied with the US in this
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region.
Most particularly this is the
case for the Saudi regime, which bases
itself on Islamic fundamentalism
coupled with a servile support for US
imperialism. These two tendencies tend
to contradict each other, and over
recent years there have been serious
tensions within the ruling Saudi circles,
of which bin Laden is only the most
obvious example. This increased
aggressiveness of Israel could be the
last straw that tips the balance and the
entire Saudi regime could be
threatened. Likewise for a direct US
invasion of Iraq.
Given the huge oil wealth of
Saudi Arabia, US imperialism would
be seriously threatened if this regime
were in danger of falling into
unfriendly hands. Outright military
intervention by the Bush administration
is not ruled out. This would throw the

entire region into an uproar such as we
have not come close to seeing. Such
intervention into Saudi Arabia or Iraq
would inevitably lead the same forces
that carried out the Sept. 11 attacks to
seek to go one better, to carry out an
even more devastating attack, possibly
even using nuclear weapons.
It would also mean a world
economic crisis.
At home, this would mean
increased political repression and
renewed attacks on the working class.

Some Conclusions
Today, the world's working class is
paying the price for the crisis of
capitalism of the 1930s, as well as for
the betrayals of Stalinism in the form
of the devastating crisis in the Mid
East. This crisis is also startling
confirmation of the “theory of
permanent revolution” as explained by
Leon Trotsky. This
theory explains that in
AFL-CIO
the underdeveloped
On December 15, 2009, a group called Labor for
world, capitalism is
Palestine sent a letter to Rich Trumka, president of
unable to solve the
the AFL-CIO, the US union federation. They pointed
problems, including
out:
Many US labor officials — often without the the issue of national
rights. The capitalist
knowledge or consent of union members — have
class
in
the
ignored Palestinian appeals for justice. Instead, they
underdeveloped
world,
continue to collaborate with the Histadrut, the
unable to play in
Zionist labor federation that not only supported
independent role, will
Israel’s war on Gaza, but which has spearheaded —
and whitewashed — racism, apartheid, dispossession a l w a y s s i d e w i t h
imperialism against its
and ethnic cleansing against the Palestinians since
own working class. In
the 1920s.
the case of the Jews of
They have invested billions of our union
the 1930s, while they
pension funds and retirement plans in State of Israel
did not really comprise
Bonds. They have actively encouraged the US to
an oppressed national
provide the money and weapons that oppress
grouping, still the same
Palestinian workers, and to ensure Israel’s role as
tendency on the part of
watchdog for US domination over the oil-rich
Jewish capitalists can
Middle East.
be seen in relation to
This is true enough, although it is almost all
Hitler and the Nazis.
US labor officials, not just “many”. They are playing
As Moshe Shertok,
the same role that social democracy played in a past
Political Director of
era in Europe, not only in in Israel/Palestine, but
throughout the world. But the issue goes even further: the Jewish Agency, put
To the same extent that they represent the interests of it: “In this period, not
the Arabs but the
Corporate America – the US capitalist class –
British and the
globally, to that same extent they are betraying the
Americans will be the
interests of US workers at home, agreeing to wage
cuts, privatization, etc. The two sides of their policies decisive factors.” I n
other words, Jewish
have to be fought together.
capitalism
internationally was

relying on US and British imperialism.
In the case of the Arab capitalist class,
this is also clearly borne out in the
situation.
This theory also explains that
only the working class can resolve
these issues. In order to do so, it must
organize as an independent force unto
itself. This does not mean that it will
not seek allies outside itself (such as
small farmers, other rural workers,
small shopkeepers, etc.), but it must
start from an independent position,
clearly defining its class interests.
Further, the issue cannot be resolved on
a national basis – a struggle of the
working class at least on a regional
basis is necessary. In the process, the
overthrow of capitalism will be
necessary also at least on a regional
basis. Ultimately, this must be carried
to the global level and a global
democratic socialist federation
established.
Another aspect of the ideas of
Trotsky and Marx is the view of the
role of the working class in general. On
their own the Jewish people were not
able to prevent a catastrophe; a united,
independent struggle of the working
class was required. This struggle did
not develop due to the role of
reformism and of Stalinism. This has
several implications. One of them is
that the methods of individual
terrorism cannot work. Usually initially
put forward by middle class or
capitalist forces (as happened in this
case), these methods are foreign to the
working class. They actually make it
more difficult for workers to organize
themselves and also tend to be divisive
of workers.
In the case of Israel/Palestine,
they give the Israeli regime a further
excuse to continue its brutal oppression
of the Palestinian masses while at the
same time increase the bonds between
the Israeli Jewish working class and the
Israeli capitalist class. If the
willingness to make the ultimate
sacrifice were linked to a class
perspective, then a mass movement
could be built that would be the real
answer to the aggression of the Israeli
regime.
The alternative to individual
terrorism is the mobilization of the
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working class and the youth on a
conscious basis. Millions of workers
and youth on the streets shutting down
the capitalist s ystem. Workers
organized at the work place to shut
down whenever and wherever this
becomes necessary. Workers organized
in their communities, linked up with
the work places, to control the
direction of society. The building of a
mass working class party through
which the class can be organized and
the building of a mass revolutionary
leadership to help workers draw the
necessary conclusions – in action, not
just words. These are the alternatives to
acts of individual terrorism.
Nowhere more than in the
Middle East is the situation crying out
for such a movement. This includes the
working class of the Arab states, who
also suffer under the yoke of
repressive, degenerate regimes. The
fate of the workers throughout the
region is bound together.
The movement against Israeli
aggression should consider these points
and look towards a united class
struggle and socialism instead.
Social Democracy
A special mention should be made of
the role of labor reformism or “social
democracy.” In the industrialized
world, a layer of more priviliged
workers formed the basis for this
tendency, which came to the leadership
of the major workers' parties like the
Social Democratic parties and the
British Labour Party. During WW I,
each of these parties supported their
own capitalist class in that war to loot
and plunder the colonial world. They
did not change from that role, as we
saw the British Labour Party support
British imperialism, including in
Palestine.
Labour Zionism was in some
ways a peculiar variant of this
tendency, as it supported “its” capitalist
class – the Jewish capitalists – against
other workers, especially Palestinians.
Action Necessary
It is not enough for the “peace”
movement to hold its regular protests,
rallies and marches, appealing to the
more liberal elements in the US
population and among US politicians.

Following the protests in Seattle
(1999), a movement primarily of young
people started to develop. One wing of
this movement clearly saw the problem
as being capitalism itself. This same
wing was committed to more radical,
direct action.
In the following years, the
professional liberals (including the
representatives of many non-profit
organizations) within the movement
collaborated with a wing of the
established union leadership to move to
water down the politics and the tactics
of the movement. This liberal wing
received a strong impulse following
September 11, and the movement
against US military intervention in
Afghanistan was largely dominated by
this wing.
Now, the anti-capitalist wing
is starting to regroup its forces. The
inevitable protests against US/Israeli
aggression in the Middle East will
provide greater opportunities for this
anti-capitalist wing.

•

Anti-capitalism
We recognize that many who see
capitalism as the enemy do not support
socialism as the alternative. For many
of those with this opinion, socialism
either has the foul aroma of the old
Soviet bureaucracy or of stale social
democracy. Many of these young
people consider anarchism to be the
alternative.
We believe in revolutionary
socialism. However, we also believe
that many, many other questions must
be answered. We also believe that there
is far more that unites revolutionary
socialists with those young anarchists
who see the necessity of ending the
global capitalist system than divides us.
We believe it is necessary for us to join
forces, work together on our common
points, and discuss out our differences
in a comradely manner.

•

•

•

Program
Israel out of the West Bank
and Gaza and removal of all
the settlements; for the right
of the Palestinians to their
own state and the right to
return of all refugees.
End all US support for Israel.

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

For the right for a state to
exist within the pre-1967
borders of what is now known
as Israel, with this state being
democratic, secular, and with
equal rights for all within that
state.
For the complete right of all
peoples in the Middle East to
live in the region free of
repression communal attacks,
etc.
For a united working class
struggle in the Mid East and
around the world against
Israeli aggression and
brutality. This includes direct,
class appeal to the entire
Israeli working class as well
as to the workers of the Arab
states.
Oppose imperialist
interventions in the region.
Oppose any dependence on or
support for all the reactionary,
ruling classes and their
regimes in the region.
For a socialist federation of
West Asia/North Africa.
These demands should be
linked with a program of
struggle for US workers.
End US labor support for the
Israeli regime and for all antilabor regimes internationally.
For the trade union movement
to break its links with the
bosses on the job and with the
bosses' political parties
(Republican and Democrat) in
politics.
For the unions to join with the
anti-global capitalist
movement, the community
and civil rights groups, the
environmental movement and
women's groups and build a
new political force, including
amass workers' political party,
in this country.
For a struggle against global
capitalism.

A Secular, Multi-national
state – One State or Two?
A difference exists wthin the
movement to support the rights of
Palestinians. Some call for a “single
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state” solution, meaning the creation of
one single, unified state that would
include the West Bank and Gaza as
well as the State of Israel. Others call
for a “two state solution” with Gaza
and the West Bank forming a new,
independent state.
Writing from here in the
United States, it is impossible to
clearly come down on one side or the
other of this debate. For one, we are
not in really close touch with the mood
and the consciousness of workers there.
For another, so much depends on how
events actually work out on the ground
– how the workers' movement develops
in Egypt, for instance, or what comes
out of the civil war in Syria.
We believe in workers' unity
and socialism. As such, we oppose any
religious state. We believe that such a
state is inherently divisive and racist,
and the entire history of Zionism and
the State of Israel proves this. At the
time of its founding, genuine socialists
would have opposed this step.
However, the existence of Israel is now
an accomplished fact. It is not possible
to return to the previous situation. If
the Palestinian people, want their own
independent state, then they absolutely
have this right. However, how could
the state of Israel be eliminated
entirely, even within its pre-1967
borders? Militarily, it is impossible,
and even if that weren't so, what would
end up would be a smoking, nuclear
ruin. Out of this, no united working
class movement would be possible.
Workers and socialists must make clear
their opposition to such an approach.
We support the right of the
Palestinians to have their own state and
the right to return of all refugees.
Within the state of Israel, all those who
believe in workers' unity and oppose
capitalism must campaign for these
rights and against any state ties with
religion and for full, equal rights for all
religious, ethnic and national groups.
That means for an end to the Zionist
Jewish-based state. However, on the
basis of capitalism it would be
impossible to reach an agreement
between returning Palestinian refugees
and workers currently in Israel on who
would live where, how wealth would
be apportioned, etc. This is so partly

because of the economic uncertainties
and pressures that all workers feel
under capitalism. In addition, what
would be required (especially for
Jewish workers) is a higher
consciousness and willingness to make
certain sacrifices in order to achieve a
higher benefit, which could only be
through a revolutionized society.
Without this, no agreement would be
possible, only endless bloodshed and
horror.
We must also recognize that
any Palestinian capitalist state in the
West Bank and Gaza would not be
truly independent; it would be a client
state of Israel, the United States and/or
various reactionary Arab capitalist
states.
Therefore, we must also
campaign for a democratic, nonsecular, socialist Israel, a socialist
Palestine and a socialist federation of
the Mid East. Under such a democratic
socialist federation, the legitimate
rights of all workers within the region
could be achieved, and ultimately the
various state boundaries, as well as
religious, ethnic and national divisions
would tend to fall away altogether.
Postscript
This was written in 2002,
before the “Arab spring.” That
movement, which still continues
although maybe partly underground,
really shows the potential for a mass
workers' movement throughout the
region and how such a movement
could start to resolve the crisis in
Israel/Palestine. For a socialist
perspective on the Arab Spring, see
various articles in
oaklandsocialist.com.
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Gaza and Israel: A World Turned Upside Down
continues on its way, in general
swallowing the distortions, lies and
half truths that the corporate media
pumps out regarding Israel. (This is
especially ironic since polls1 indicate
that only about 20% of the US
population has confidence in this same
media.)
A father in Gaza mourns the death of
his child, murdered by Israeli bombs.

It seems to be a world turned
upside down and inside out.
A little boy with half his head
blown off, a half dozen boys shelled by
an Israeli naval ship while they are
playing soccer on a beach in Gaza,
people nearly burned alive and others
with limbs blown off, hundreds of
homes destroyed and some 200 killed
many more wounded, the criminal use
of white phosphorous…. and the Israeli
politicians claiming “Israel has acted
with restraint.”
Year after year of an Israeliimposed siege on Gaza, which includes
preventing building materials from
entering, sharp restrictions even on
water supplies, sharply restricting Gaza
fisherman from fishing in their own
waters. And in the West Bank, theft
after theft of Palestinians’ homes and
lands and assault after assault on
Palestinians (including on children) by
the Israel’s settler thugs. Checkpoint
atrocities and humiliations without end.
The racist state of Israel has
been carrying out creeping ethnic
cleansing in the West Bank for years.
Since siege is an act of war, it has been
carrying out a war against the people of
Gaza for years. Yet it is the “victim”.
The corporate controlled President
Obama, the US Senate and the
corporate controlled media continue
with the misleading campaign about
“Israel's right to defend itself.”
How about Palestinians' right
to defend themselves?
And so, the US “public”

Not Isolated Development
This latest crisis does not exist
in isolation – neither geographically
nor in terms of history. And in order to
build a movement that can resolve the
crisis, we need to understand its
context.
The Palestinian Authority in
the West Bank has its origins in Yassir
Arafat’s Fatah. Originally, Fatah had a
“military” strategy similar to that of
Hamas today. But this “military”
strategy - a campaign of bombings, etc.
- had no more chance of succeeding
than did a similar strategy of the IRA in
Northern Ireland or of the African
National Congress (ANC) during the
apartheid regime in South Africa. Fatah
had to adopt this strategy because,
financed as it was by the capitalist
regimes of the region, it could never
build a real workers’ movement.
Behind this strategy lay the acceptance
of capitalism, and once it got into
power, it moved further and further
towards accommodating itself to Israeli
(and US) capitalism. The US
government, for instance, basically
finances2 the West Bank Palestinian
police (to the tune of nearly $400
million and counting) and provides
“training” and “advisors”.
Hamas’s Origins
Packed into the world’s
largest open air prison and under the
constant Israeli siege, the people of
Gaza finally turned to Hamas to find a
way forward. But who is Hamas?
Founded in the second half of the 20th
1http://www.gallup.com/poll/171740/americansconfidence-news-media-remains-low.aspx
2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_secu
rity_assistance_to_the_Palestinian_National_Aut
hority#Funding

century, it was linked with the
Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood, which
itself was and is controlled by a layer
of the Egyptian capitalist class. The
move towards political/nationalist
Islam received a boost after Israel’s
smashing victory in the 1967 war with
Egypt, in which the weakness of the
secular Egyptian regime was revealed.
But the origins of Hamas have
another side: “According to U.S.
administration officials, funds for the
movement came from the oil-producing
states and directly and indirectly from
Israel. The PLO was secular and leftist
and promoted Palestinian nationalism.
Hamas wanted to set up a
transnational state under the rule of
Islam, much like Khomeini's Iran….
Israel was certainly funding the group
at that time.”3
Since Hamas has come into
power in Gaza, it seems to be
undergoing a transformation similar to
what the PLO underwent. In 2012 it
signed a ceasefire accord with the
Israeli regime. Although the Israeli
regime never fully implemented their
commitments - especially the lifting of
the siege, as well as stopping its attacks
on farmers near the border and on Gaza
fishermen - Hamas did try to
implement its commitments, especially
trying to stop many of the rocket
attacks. But as a capitalist-based group,
it had no alternative to the “military”
strategy that appeared serious or
militant. Therefore, to the degree that it
stopped the rocket attacks on Israel, to
that same degree it started to lose the
support of the most determined and
angry of the Gazan youth.
Salafis Rise in the Region
Meanwhile, events were
unfolding in the region and around the
world. In particular, this means the rise
of
militant
Islamic
fundamentalism/nationalism in the
form of al Qaeda and related groups.
Just as Israel supported and helped
3http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/articl
e10456.htm
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finance Hamas originally, so did US
capitalism with al Qaeda, especially as
it was seen as a tool to combat the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. And
while Hamas’s roots lie in its links with
Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood, this
“new”
Islamic
fundamentalism/nationalism has its
roots in what is called “Salafi-ism”.
This school of thought preaches that
the Koran must be taken literally, that
Islamic society must return to the ways
of the original founders of the religion,
which includes a return to a strict
interpretation of Islamic law (sharia).
This includes cultural repression and
extreme repression of half of the
population (women) as well as all nonMuslims. Since the Salafis have their
origin in the Sunni wing of Islam, it
also means attacks on and repression of
the Shia wing. (Not so very different
from the Christian fundamentalists,
with the main differences flowing from
the fact that the crisis in the Muslim
world is so much greater than in
countries like the US.)
As we shall see, this
development has directly affected
events in Israel/Palestine.
The Salafis developed as a
military force, especially in the next
door neighbor to Israel - Syria. There,
what was originally a revolt from
below was transformed into a war by
proxy between US and Western
European capitalism (and their allies in
the region) on one side vs. Russian and
Iranian capitalism on the other (with
the masses of Syrians caught and
hammered in-between). Their military
successes in Syria led to their military
assault on western and northern Iraq.
(See,
for
instance:
http://oaklandsocialist.com/2014/06/27
/iraq-things-fall-apart/.)

There are several reports4 of such
groups now starting to get a base inside
Gaza, although Hamas denies this. One
report includes a video allegedly shot
inside Gaza.5
Also significant is the report
of the death of Wadih Nafedh Wash, a
Gazan young man, who was killed in
Syria while fighting as a member of
ISIS. According to this same report, the
youth’s father ‘said that his son
traveled to Syria because he was being
pursued by security agents in the Gaza
government for launching rockets at
Israel. “Hamas’ Internal Security
Agency arrested my son more than six
times. The last time, he was severely
tortured in prison and required
physical treatment that lasted two
months,” he said.”’6 In other words,
Wadih had turned to ISIS because
Hamas is turning away from the only
approach that seemed to be serious
enough - the “military” strategy.
Nor should we forget the
kidnapping and murder of the three
Israeli youth in the West Bank and the
subsequent kidnapping and murder of a
Palestinian youth there, who was
burned alive by Israeli fascists. Hamas
was widely blamed for the kidnapping
and murder of the three Israeli youths,
but they have denied responsibility. In
fact, according to numerous reports, a
Salafi, and probably ISIS-linked group
called “Dawlat al-Islam” (translation:
“Liberators’ Battalion of Hebron”) has
claimed credit.7 according to noted
Israeli commentator Uri Avnery, this
was a kidnapping gone awry - that the
original intent was to hold them
hostage in exchange for some
Palestinian prisoners but that after one
of the youths was able to make a cell
phone call they were all killed. In any
case, it should be noted that this only

“Success Breeds Success”
But since “success breeds
success”, the military advances of this
wing, especially as represented by the
Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS),
which now calls itself simply “The
Islamic State” (IS), started to attract a
few youth in Gaza. This tendency was
strengthened by the attempts of Hamas
to stop or at least limit the rocket
attacks (weak as they were) on Israel.

4http://news.nationalpost.com/2014/07/12/israels
-quandary-hamas-probably-weak-enough-toeradicate-but-whoever-takes-their-place-willlikely-be-worse/?__federated=1 and
http://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/4392/isis-gaza
5 http://www.almonitor.com/pulse/originals/2014/02/isis-gazasalafist-jihadist-qaeda-hamas.html#
6 http://www.almonitor.com/pulse/originals/2014/05/gazadenies-isis-presence-jihadist-killed-syria.html
7 http://www.timesofisrael.com/second-groupclaims-responsibility-for-abduction-of-threemissing-teens/

happened shortly after the Israeli
military shot two Palestinian teens with
live ammunition, killing them both.

P a l e s t i n i a n s i n We s t B a n k
c o m m e m o r a t i n g Mohammed Abu
Khdeir, burned alive by settler
murderers. His death was largely
covered up by the Israeli and US media.

History Repeating Itself;
“Military” Strategy a Failure
So we have the story
repeating itself - from the PLO to
Hamas and now to ISIS. Nationalist,
but pro-capitalist - groups who can
only appeal to the youth through
terrorism. (We emphasize that the State
of Israel remains the greatest terrorists
in the region, but that is a different
matter.) This so-called strategy will
never succeed. The racist state of Israel
will never be overthrown by military
means. It will never be forced to give
up power and control over Gaza, the
West Bank or the Golan Heights (in
Syria) by these means. It would create
a nuclear holocaust first, so that even if
it were possible (which it is not), what
would be left but a smoking nuclear
ruins?
And if groups like IS were
able to take power, what sort of regime
would they institute? Harsh repression
of women, slaughter of those with
r e l i g i o u s d i f f e r e n c e s ( S h i a ’s ,
Christians, etc.), and complete
repression of workers’ rights. (If IS
seizes control of the oil refineries in
Iraq, look for complete suppression of
the oil workers’ unions, which
historically have been the strongest
sector of the Iraqi labor movement.)
Alternative to “Military”
Strategy
There is another alternative to
this “military” strategy. That is a classbased and truly revolutionary strategy.
A hint of the potential was seen in the
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uprising in Syria, before that uprising
was overwhelmed by the civil war.
There, in the town of Taftanaz, the
movement established embryonic
workers’ councils, as reported here.
This was a movement not only against
a repressive regime, it was a movement
of the working class and the poor
against the wealthy. Unfortunately,
when this movement came under
military attack, there was apparently no
strategy for winning over the rank and
file soldiers through a class appeal and
no strategy for how to build upon and
spread these workers’ councils. The
result was that ex-officers from Assad’s
military took control over the
movement, and from there the alQaeda linked groups intervened.
It is a similar story in Egypt.
There out of the mass occupations of
the central square in Cairo and other
major cities, occupation committees
were formed. These committees, which
could have developed into committees
similar to what developed in Taftanaz,
were intentionally kept non-political.
(Even socialists within this movement
went along with this!) The result was
that ultimately the Muslim
Brotherhood came to power and
following them Egyptian military what seems to be Mubarakism without
Mubarak.
Since then, Iraq seems to be
falling into a bitter sectarian conflict
between the Shia and the Sunni.
We a k e n e d Wo r k e r s ’
Movement
All of this reflects the global
weakening of the workers’ movement a weakening which has left a huge
vacuum into with sectarianism and
reaction has stepped. It is reflected in
India, where the Hindu nationalist BJP
has come to power. It is reflected even
in Greece where, for all the militancy
of the Greek working class, there is
also the rise of Greek fascism in the
form of Golden Dawn. And it is most
certainly reflected in Israel, where
fascists and fascist types not only
attack Palestinians, they also attack
Israeli lefts and peace protesters.8

8 http://972mag.com/the-night-it-becamedangerous-to-demonstrate-in-tel-aviv/93524/

Class Appeal
All is not lost, however. Far
from it, as the workers’ movements in
Egypt, Syria and Iraq showed just
recently. A campaign of youth and
workers in Gaza and the West Bank
that linked the national question with
the economic ones would get a
response even today in Egypt and
elsewhere in the region. (It was not
long ago that the powerful working
class in Mahallah, Egypt, was even
declaring its independence from the
local province!) In fact, the potential
for it to get a response in the Israeli
working class is shown in this report:
“Israel is one of the most unequal
societies in the world. Between 1995
and 2011, labor’s share of national
income fell more sharply there than in
the US. Over the past two decades,
Israeli wages have plummeted. The
c o u n t r y h a s 1 8 b i l l i o n a i re s ,
substantially more per capita (in a
population of 7.9 million) than in the
US. While poverty has grown, the
richest 500 Israelis have tripled their
wealth over the past 12 years.”9
I s r a e l i Wo r k i n g C l a s s
Hopelessly Racist?
It might seem that despite this,
the Israeli working class is hopelessly
racist, but we should recall the
situation with the white working class
in the US’s South. There, lynching of
black people was common 100 years
ago. At the same time, however, the
radical Industrial Workers of the World
succeeded in building integrated unions
based on class interests and in one
instance white workers put their lives
on the line to protect a black union
organizer. There must be Israeli
workers who would be receptive to a
similar approach. That they are hidden
now simply reflects the fact that the
workers’ movement in general is in
retreat, but the potential is there, as it
most certainly is elsewhere in the
region.
Israel/Palestine a Warning
Far from being an isolated
situation, the racism of the State of
9 http://harpers.org/?
s=Syria&yearFrom=MM/YYYY&yearTo=MM/
YYYY&spost_type=Entire+site&sfield=All+Fiel
ds&sorder=Relevance

Israel, the rise of outright fascist
groups there, the one-sided war against
an entire population (Gaza), the
creeping ethnic cleansing in the West
Bank — all of this is a warning of the
direction of capitalism in general. And
far from a local or nationalist solution,
the solution lies in a class-based
revolutionary approach.

Top: Israeli fascists; Bottom:
European fascists. The Israeli fascists
model themselves after their
counterparts in Europe.

One final note is this: The
world’s working class has a direct stake
in this outcome as it will influence
regional and as a result world events.
Here in the US, the union leaders
continue to cling to the employers and
to one of the employers’ political
parties - the Democrats. As a result,
they support US foreign policy,
including US support for the State of
Israel. Since the collapse of the Soviet
Union, they have started to try to cover
their tracks a little bit. For instance,
they pretend to support workers' rights
and unions in Iraq as well as in Gaza. 10
They only “support” this in order to
control it, to make sure the working
class in those countries never plays an
independent role. This is identical to
their role in the US, while at the same
time they support granting continual
cuts in US workers’ standard of living.
Socialists and serious unionists must
oppose both aspects of this approach of
the union leaders - no cuts at home, no
support for Corporate America’s
policies abroad, including no support
for the State of Israel.
10 http://www.solidaritycenter.org
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A Socialist Program to End the War
in Gaza
In our previous article, we put forward
some general demands. But this new
crisis needs to be met with some more
specific ones.
•

End Israel's bombing and
shelling of Gaza; all Israeli
troops out of Gaza.

•

End Israel's blockade/siege
of Gaza.

•

Israel to pay reparations for
all the damage done –
rebuild the hospitals,
housing, infrastructure, etc.

•

Support the protesters

inside Israel – both
Palestinian and Israeli alike.
End Israeli state repression
of those protesters. For the
full right of the protesters
and Palestinians in general
to self defense against
attacks by the settlers,
fascist thugs, etc.
•

For a united workers'
movement of the entire
region to bring down all the
reactionary regimes.

•

For a socialist federation of
West Asia/North Africa.

•

End US labor's support for
the Democrats; build a mass

workers' party.

Israel & African Asylum
Seekers
It is not only Palestinians who
face Israeli racism. Israeli
journalist David Sheen has
documented the racism against
African asylum seekers in Israel.
32% of Israelis support physical
assaults against them and 80%
support their being rounded up
like the Jews were in Nazi
Germany. See Sheen's
documentary here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=E9Y5dcaCyv4#t=790

“Oil is much too important a commodity to be left in the hands of the Arabs...”
Henry Kissinger, war criminal and former US Secretary of State.

The Israel Lobby and US capitalism's support for Israel's
Many opponents of US support for Israel think that support is purely due to the influence of the Israel Lobby. That
lobby definitely has a lot of influence and can get congress members voted out, as they did with Cynthia McKinney. But
it's power is limited by the wishes of the US capitalist class.
As the above quote from Henry Kissinger shows, US capitalism understands the extreme importance of the
Arab world. They need an ally that they can count on, one which is not only reliable for them but which also has a
stable base in its own society. There is not a single country in that part of the world that meets those requirements. They
thought they had such an ally in the Shah of Iran, and look what happened to him. Recently, the Wall St. Journal
carried a column which explained that even the Saudi regime wasn't stable. Only the State of Israel has that base, as
long as it is based on racism.
If US capitalism decided to end its support for Israel, it could undercut the Israel Lobby in a minute. All it
would have to do is have its corporate-controlled media start revealing just half the crimes that Israel is guilty of. It is
not a case of “the tail wagging the dog”; the dog is still in control.
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John Reimann is a retired carpenter and an expelled member of
the Carpenters Union (expelled for helping lead the Bay Area
carpenters wildcat strike of 1999). He has visited the workers'
movement in various countries including Pakistan, Venezuela and
Egypt and is a lifelong socialist and author of several pamphlets
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Also by the author:
What Happened to Our Unions? Based on the 30 years the author spent in the Carpenters Union and his
activity in the labor movement in general, “What Happened to Our Unions?” documents how the union officialdom
has linked itself and the unions to the employers. It uses extensiove quotes from top union leaders themselves as well
as historical facts and statistics to document its case.

The Environmentalist Manifesto: Global Warming and the World Revolt Against Capitalism: How
the laws of motion of capitalism of capitalism itself are the cause of global warming and the environmental crisis.
This crisis, coupled with the economic crisis and the political crisis of capitalism, all threaten to converge into
“capitalism's perfect storm.” This pamphlet also details how the “Big Green”environmental organizations have
combined with the Union leadership to divert the environmental movement away from direct action and political
independence and into the Democratic Party and deadly compromises.

The Capitalist Economic Crisis: The main article of this piece, written in December, 2007, explained the
basis for the previous 25 year economic boom and raised the possibility that this entire economic period was
ending. That possibility was since confirmed. Also included are some updates and an article on the global decline
of US capitalism.

All, including this pamphlet, available online at:
www.oaklandsocialist.com
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A socialist program for Israel/Palestine
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Israel out of the West Bank and Gaza and removal of all the settlements; for the right of the
Palestinians to their own state and the right to return of all refugees.
End all US support for Israel.
For the right for a state to exist within the pre-1967 borders of what is now known as Israel,
with this state being democratic, secular, and with equal rights for all within that state.
For the complete right of all peoples in the Middle East to live in the region free of
repression communal attacks, etc.
For a united working class struggle in the Mid East and around the world against Israeli
aggression and brutality. This includes direct, class appeal to the entire Israeli working
class as well as to the workers of the Arab states.
Oppose imperialist interventions in the region.
Oppose any dependence on or support for all the reactionary, ruling classes and their
regimes in the region.
For a socialist federation of West Asia/North Africa.
These demands should be linked with a program of struggle for US workers.
End US labor support for the Israeli regime and for all anti-labor regimes internationally.
For the trade union movement to break its links with the bosses on the job and with the
bosses' political parties (Republican and Democrat) in politics.
For the unions to join with the anti-global capitalist movement, the community and civil
rights groups, the environmental movement and women's groups and build a new political
force, including amass workers' political party, in this country.
For a struggle against global capitalism.

End Israel's Attack on Gaza Now!
End Israel's bombing and shelling of Gaza; all Israeli troops out of Gaza.
End Israel's blockade/siege of Gaza.
Israel to pay reparations for all the damage done – rebuild the hospitals, housing,
infrastructure, etc.
Support the protesters inside Israel – both Palestinian and Israeli alike. End Israeli state
repression of those protesters. For the full right of the protesters and Palestinians in
general to self defense against attacks by the settlers, fascist thugs, etc.
For a united workers' movement of the entire region to bring down all the reactionary
regimes.
For a socialist federation of West Asia/North Africa.
End US labor's support for the Democrats; build a mass workers' party.

www.oaklandsocialist.com

